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WHAT IS CLOVE?
Clove (Syzygium aromaticum) originates from
the Spice Islands of Indonesia. In the early 17th
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century, the Dutch eradicated cloves on all
islands except two in order to create scarcity
and drive up prices. In the late 18th century, the
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French smuggled cloves from the East Indies to
the New World-breaking the Dutch monopoly.
Cloves actually come from the flower buds of
Clove trees and are picked before the flower
opens. They are known for their intense flavor,
especially when used whole versus ground.
See the back for for some popular uses of Clove.
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8 USES FOR CLOVE
1. Cloves contain several compounds that
have been linked to anti-inflammation.
2. Ground clove makes a great addition to
spice mixes.
3. Clove is what gives Worcestershire
sauce its trademark pungent aroma .
4. You can use clove to flavor popular hot
drinks such as: mulled wine, chai tea
and hot apple cider.
5. Beneficial vitamins and minerals
contained in cloves include: vitamins
C, K and A along with manganese and
fiber.
6. Spice up some cubed winter squash by
roasting it-coated in olive oil-and
sprinkled with clove and cinnamon.
7. Diluted clove oil is a great natural
remedy for dry skin.
8. Burn clove-scented oil or incense to

Add Clove to:
-Ham
-Pumpkin Pie
-Pho
-Pickling
Mixtures

help soak up offensive cooking odors.
Clove and Insects
According to an article published by the
University of Wisconsin, pure and
undiluted clove essential oil worked to
repel several varities of mosquitos for two
to four hours. Note that undiluted clove oil
should only be applied to clothing and
never bare skin.
Sources Consulted: Encylopedia Britannica; WebMd; EverydayHealth.com; spiceography.com
Bottom image courtesy of thespicehouse.com
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